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Abstract
Companies handling large product portfolio often face challenges that stem
from market dynamics. Therefore, in production management, efficient plan-
ning approaches are required that are able to cope with the variability of the
order stream to maintain the desired rate of production. Modular assembly
systems offer a flexible approach to react to these changes, however, there is
no all-encompassing methodology yet to support long and medium term ca-
pacity management of these systems. The paper introduces a novel method
for the management of product variety in assembly systems, by applying a
new conceptual framework that supports the periodic revision of the capacity
allocation and determines the proper system configuration. The framework
has a hierarchical structure to support the capacity and production plan-
ning of the modular assembly systems both on the long and medium term
horizons. On the higher level, a system configuration problem is solved to
assign the product families to dedicated, flexible or reconfigurable resources,
considering the uncertainty of the demand volumes. The lower level in the
hierarchy ensures the cost optimal production planning of the system by
optimizing the lot sizes as well as the required number of resources. The
efficiency of the proposed methodology is demonstrated through the results
of an industrial case study from the automotive sector.
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1. Introduction and motivation1
A recent trend in production management is that companies are pushed2
by competitive markets and by facing several challenges arising from the3
management of a great variety of products with shortening life-cycles and4
customer-expected lead times. These requirements have significant impacts5
on the applied production technology: the production systems have to follow6
the trends of the products’ life-cycle in order to maintain the economies7
of scale meaning the balance between the expected throughput and the8
corresponding production costs. Therefore, the coordinated evolution (co-9
evolution) of products, processes, and production systems is required to con-10
tinuously revise and maintain the system configuration, in order to with-11
stand the disadvantageous effects of the external drivers [1]. Furthermore,12
economies of scope also have to be reached by the proper management of the13
product portfolio with respect to three main activities: design, planning and14
manufacturing [2].15
Focusing on assembly systems, the above mentioned important business16
goals can be achieved by utilizing the modularity of the products as well17
as the flexibility of the applied assembly systems [3]. This can be done18
by reducing the variant-dependent components in the systems, and applying19
systems that are built up of universal modules [4]. Flexible and reconfigurable20
assembly systems can support the firms to fulfill the customer needs while21
keeping the costs on the lowest possible level, even in a turbulent market22
[5]. The advantages of these systems can be utilized only if the right balance23
among the different capacities is found. Considering the design of modular24
assembly systems, an important task is to find the most appropriate system25
configuration that provides the desired production rate on the lowest possible26
cost [6]. Besides the proper physical structure of the applied system, there27
is an obvious need for the efficient production planning and control that28
supports the application of flexible and reconfigurable systems [7]. In case29
of assembly technology, the system configuration and production planning30
processes strongly rely on each other, therefore, they are often combined in31
a common methodology [8].32
The paper introduces a novel method for the management of product va-33
riety in assembly systems, by applying a new framework developed to enable34
the periodic revision of the capacity allocation and the system configura-35
tion. The framework has a hierarchical structure to support the capacity36
and production planning of modular assembly systems, both on a longer and37
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shorter time horizons. On the higher level, a system configuration problem is38
solved to assign the product families to dedicated, flexible or reconfigurable39
resources, considering dynamic factors like uncertain order volumes. At the40
lower level of the hierarchy, it ensures the cost optimal production planning41
of the system by optimizing the lot sizes as well as the required number of42
modules. An important open question of this field is the consideration and43
prediction of the future-realized costs, characterizing the investments and op-44
eration of a certain system configuration. The substantial contribution and45
novelty of the paper is realized in the approximation of the costs —including46
cost factors affected by the dynamic reconfiguration processes— by predic-47
tion models that are applied in optimization models supporting higher level48
configuration decisions. Moreover, nonlinear interactions among the assem-49
bly processes of different products are also tackled by introducing additional50
decision variables (product subsets are determined with statistical models),51
keeping the linearity of the models while capturing the underlying interac-52
tions among the processes. This results in a production management frame-53
work with ongoing reconfiguration decisions at both strategic and tactical54
levels, enabling the minimization of the overall costs, relating to production55
and investments.56
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, a literature review is57
provided, summarizing the state-of-the-art of modular system and the related58
capacity management methods. In Section 3, the production environment59
—considered in the paper— is described, highlighting the operation of the60
systems with the related costs and decisions. Section 4 provides a problem61
statement with the respected objectives, decisions and constraints. Section62
5 introduces the proposed solution with the description of the hierarchical63
decision framework and its elements. Then, a real industrial case study is64
provided to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed methodology, compared65
different, most commonly applied rule-based solutions.66
2. Literature review67
Considering large product portfolios, the efficient management of assem-68
bly systems is a crucial financial issue, as product lifecycles are shorten-69
ing, the number of variants is growing and traditional assembly systems are70
composed of variant-dependent components, thus they are usually unable to71
adapt to the changes cost-efficiently [9, 4, 10]. Therefore, the application of72
flexible and reconfigurable assembly systems should be considered, in order73
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to achieve the economy of scale [11]. According to Wiendahl et al., flexibility74
and reconfigurability are specific to certain factory levels, therefore the term75
changeability is introduced as an umbrella concept that encompasses many76
aspects of change within an enterprise [12].77
2.1. Comparison of dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable resources78
Production technology has three main paradigms regarding the structure,79
management, and focus of the applied resources: dedicated (DMS), flexible80
(FMS), and reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) [13]. There are81
no definite boundaries and specifications that categorize the above systems,82
however, dedicated systems are usually characterized by lower investment83
and higher changing costs, whereas flexible systems have the opposite char-84
acteristics [14]. Reconfigurable systems are in between them by offering a85
reasonable solution with relatively lower investment and changing costs. In86
the paper, a comprehensive capacity management approach is proposed, fo-87
cusing on modular assembly systems. These systems consist of modular88
assembly lines that are designed to perform sequential assembly operations.89
The structure of the lines rely on the process-based alignment of assembly90
modules. Based on the structure of the modules, one can distinguish among91
dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable assembly lines. In order to characterize92
the different types of modules, some important concepts have to be clarified93
first, concerning the structure and operation of the system:94
• Modules are the building blocks of modular assembly systems that are95
capable of performing specific types assembly tasks (e.g. screwing sta-96
tion, pressing station etc.). From structural point of view, one can97
distinguish among dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable modules from98
each types. Modular design is a commonly applied technique for as-99
sembly systems, since it enables to build different system configuration100
from blocks with standardized features (often referred as ”plug and101
produce” modules [12, 15]).102
• System configuration refers to the design, selection and alignment of the103
system elements (e.g. modules). Given a certain product, more con-104
figuration alternatives exist that are capable of producing the product.105
Therefore, different performance measures need to be considered when106
selecting a system configuration: investment cost, quality, throughput,107
scalability and conversion time.108
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• Reconfiguration refers to the procedure when the physical configuration109
of the assembly system is modified, e.g. the alignment of the modules110
is changed in order to build a new assembly line and produce different111
product.112
Dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable paradigms have advantages and113
disadvantages, therefore, the application of the different assembly lines is a114
crucial point when discussing the efficiency and economy of the assembly115
system. Several papers compare the three paradigms of production systems,116
however, the rest of them concentrate mostly on manufacturing processes117
[16, 17, 4]. Some of the characteristics summarized in the papers are valid for118
assembly systems as well, however, they have some specific features. There-119
fore, a brief introduction of the three types of assembly systems is provided.120
Dedicated assembly lines are designed for assembling a certain product121
in high volume that is relatively stable. Due to the inflexible design of the122
dedicated modules, they can be operated economically only if the production123
volumes remain high and relatively constant, as the redesign and ramp-up of124
a modified or new dedicated module often entails high costs. Dedicated lines125
are usually automated, and equipped with a conveying system, therefore, the126
required human labor content is relatively low.127
Flexible assembly lines are capable of assembling different, but relatively128
similar products by the adjustment of fixtures and tools (e.g. changing the129
bit on a screwdriver and the torque range). They consist of flexible modules130
that are designed for performing a specific assembly task (e.g. screwing) of131
more product types, that are assembled in a medium/higher volume that can132
slightly fluctuate over time. As flexible modules are fixed on the shop-floor,133
they do not enable physical reconfiguration, and the scalability of the system134
is very low. Some flexible line is based on a hybrid assembly approach, where135
automated devices are combined with human labor, and the modules can be136
exchanged in a short time. Such modular systems are the combination of137
the flexible and reconfigurable paradigms, and suitable for quickly varying138
products and quantities, as the investment costs are lower than that of a139
highly automated system. Due to the higher level of flexibility, the risk of a140
bad investment is quite low [12].141
Reconfigurable assembly lines are capable of producing more product fam-142
ilies, by applying changeable fixtures and adjustable equipment. The modu-143
lar structure enables to change the configuration of the system with relatively144
low effort, and scale up or down the capacity according to the order stream.145
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Figure 1: Radar chart with the features of different assembly system types
When applying mobile, dockable workstations, the reconfiguration procedure146
can be shortened significantly, however, it is still longer than a simple setup147
on a flexible line. In contrast to the flexible systems that are suitable for148
assembling different parts in relatively constant volumes, reconfigurable lines149
offer adjustable flexibility and scalability [18, 19]. Utilizing these features,150
reconfigurable lines are usually applied for assembling products in the launch151
and end phases of their lifecycle [20]. Based on the above characterization152
and literature review, a radar chart is sketched by the authors to visualize153
the main features of the different resource types, higher scores correspond to154
more advantageous characteristics (Fig. 1). As introduced in the following155
sections, a system configuration is aimed to be determined, which combines156
the advantages of the three separate system types mentioned above. Concern-157
ing Fig. 1 this would mean that the desired combined system configuration158
needs to maximize the intersection area presented in the chart.159
2.2. Capacity management of assembly systems160
In operations management, the general task is to match supply with de-161
mand while minimizing the total incurring production costs. When consider-162
ing several products and dynamic market environment, this can be achieved163
by utilizing the flexibility and reconfigurability of the applied production164
resources. In this paper, a comprehensive decision support methodology165
is defined that aims at minimizing cost functions both on the tactical and166
strategic levels.167
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Supplier companies, especially in the automotive industry, often face the168
challenge to introduce new product in their portfolio, because their customers169
also release new final products or modify the existing ones, requiring the170
modification of the components. As markets are usually very competitive,171
quick responses to such challenges are required in order to keep customers and172
increase profit. Therefore, production managers and system designers have to173
find the balance between throughput and production costs, e.g. by applying174
flexible and reconfigurable resources [7]. In this way, the adaptability of the175
system to the changing product portfolio can be increased, while the total176
incurring costs can be kept on a reasonable level.177
In case of modular assembly systems, capacity management means the178
long term investment strategy and product-resource assignment, and the179
goal is to minimize the costs incur on the long run, while keeping the de-180
sired service level [21]. In the terminology, this field of corporate decisions181
is also referred to as resource investment strategy [22]. For manufacturing182
systems composed of flexible, reconfigurable and dedicated machines, an op-183
timization model was introduced in [14], in order to minimize the production184
costs by optimally investing in the different machine types. More approaches185
exist applying search metaheuristics to identify the proper configuration of186
manufacturing systems, consisting of dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable187
resources [23, 24, 25], while in [26], an agent-based solution is proposed to188
manage capacity exchange among production lines combining different re-189
source types. When discussing the production planning and control level of190
the changeable systems, five important enablers have to be considered: mod-191
ularity, scalability, neutrality, adjustability and compatibility. In the paper,192
the first two terms are highlighted: the system itself is composed of mod-193
ules providing the scalability of the system as a whole [12]. When discussing194
reconfigurable assembly systems, the modularity and scalability are hand-in-195
hand, as the entire system can be scaled up or down by increasing or decreas-196
ing the number of modules [27]. To identify the best capacity scaling policies197
of reconfigurable systems, system dynamics [28, 29], dynamic optimization198
[30], and also genetic algorithm [31, 32] based methods are proposed.199
Although various methods exist to manage production systems composed200
of different resource types, financial and rule-based approaches frequently201
used in practice, without considering the continuous adjustment of capaci-202
ties when deciding about the system configurations, and assigning products203
to the different resource types [33]. The reason for this is the specialty of the204
production environment with lightweight assembly stations enabling rapid re-205
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configurations, while the above introduced methods regard mostly long term206
reconfigurations, or modular manufacturing systems with heavy machines207
and tools. The rule-based approaches applied in industrial practice rely on208
corporate knowledge in production costs and possible future scenarios, and209
split up the product portfolio to low and high runner product groups, and as-210
signing them to reconfigurable/flexible and dedicated resources respectively,211
without any optimization (to be discussed in detail in Section 6). Moreover,212
the production planning and the related operational costs are not consid-213
ered by practical and theoretical production management approaches, often214
resulting in wrong investment decisions [34].215
3. Production environment216
In order to specify the capacity management problem in question, the217
main structural and operational characteristics of the considered modular218
assembly system are discussed first. In order to visualize the main general219
characteristics of the system, charts of numerical analysis are provided (Fig.220
2-4) that relate to the case study introduced in Section 6.221
3.1. System structure222
Important characteristics of the considered problem is the modularization223
of the assembly processes, more specifically that operations are assigned to224
standardized modules enabling to assemble a product either in a dedicated,225
reconfigurable or in a flexible assembly system. Besides the assignment,226
product clusters are formulated to determine the set of products that can227
be assembled together in flexible resources. In practice, modularization step228
is done manually, as it requires complex engineering knowledge about the229
processes and the products. First step of the procedure is the overview of230
the existing resources, as well as the analysis of the products and processes.231
In the worst case, products and the corresponding assembly resources are232
overly diverse, thus investment in modularization will not return. Otherwise,233
patterns in the processes and similarities among the applied resources can be234
identified, allowing to define the set of required modules.235
System configuration regards only the set of assembly resources in this236
case, and relies on the modularization of the assembly system. The modular237
assembly lines are built up of dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable modules.238
Most assembly processes are done manually by operators, however, some of239
the modules can be automated, for extra costs. The assembly modules are240
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configured sequentially according to the successive assembly operations re-241
quired by the assembled product. The required number of modules as well242
as the corresponding processing times are known, however, the number of243
operators can be changed from shift to shift. The structure and operation of244
the dedicated and flexible lines are rather simple: the modules are installed245
on the shop-floor, and capable of producing a certain product (dedicated) or246
a set of products (flexible). These modules can be equipped with automated247
devices, decreasing the operator requirements, and/or increasing the produc-248
tion rate. The dedicated lines do not require changeovers, while the flexible249
modules have definite, sequence independent setup times to switch from one250
product variant to another [34].251
Reconfigurable lines are composed of standard, mobile workstations, con-252
figured sequentially according to the successive assembly operations. A stan-253
dard, mobile reconfigurable module enables to perform a single assembly254
process type (e.g. screwing or pressing). Each module is equipped with ad-255
justable resources, and standardized interfaces for the fixtures as well as for256
the pneumatic, voltage, and data connectors. The operation (reconfiguration257
cycle) of the reconfigurable system in reality is the following:258
• Configuration: First, the assembly line is built-up by means of the stan-259
dard modules (which are required by the actual product), by moving260
them next to each other according to the assembly process steps.261
• Setup: The operators perform the necessary setup tasks, e.g., plug262
in the pneumatic connectors, and place the necessary fixtures on the263
modules. The operators prepare the necessary parts that need to be264
assembled.265
• Assembly: The operators assemble the products in the required volume.266
• Deconfiguration: After an assembly process is finished, the operators267
dismantle the lines, and move back the excess workstations, which are268
not required by the following product type, to the resource pool.269
Applying the above procedure, different assembly lines can be built on the270
shop floor from a common resource pool.271
3.2. Costs of production with different resource types272
The general driver of capacity management is to stay competitive in a273
dynamic environment by keeping the production costs at the lowest possible274
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level while providing the desired production rate. In the paper, a problem275
is analyzed where total production cost —characterizing the operation of276
the assembly system during a certain period— is to be minimized. When277
discussing system configuration and product-resource assignment, usually278
longer periods are considered as these decisions raises operation-, as well as279
investment-related questions. Therefore, the objective function of the system280
configuration model is the sum of various cost factors that are rather diverse281
when applying different resource types to perform the same tasks. Figure282
2 depicts the total costs realized in relation to three different system types,283
within a numerical study. Each point of the chart corresponds to a given284
configuration, and one can conclude that the correlation between the costs285
and total capacity requirements is nonlinear, caused by the operational costs286
that are affected by the dynamic behavior of the system.287
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Figure 2: Comparison of the total costs in the three system types (numerical analysis of
a case study)
Investment costs mostly depend on the number of products that should be288
produced, accordingly, if a new product is added to the portfolio, the neces-289
sary resources may need to be purchased. Analyzing the number of products290
and the related investment costs, it is obvious that dedicated resources are291
more expensive than the other two. It is resulted by the product-specific292
resources that should be purchased for each product, moreover, dedicated293
systems often have a higher degree of automation that also increase the pur-294
chase cost of the resources. On the contrary, flexible and reconfigurable295
resources can be shared among more different products, which means that296
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the investment costs are in a nonlinear correlation with the number of as-297
signed products. This assumption is justified by Figure 3 with the results298
of a numerical study, illustrating that linear correlation between the number299
of assigned products and the investment costs is valid only for the dedicated300
systems with a static system structure. In contrast, when applying reconfig-301
urable and flexible system configurations (points of the chart) with dynamic302
structures, the amount of necessary resources and therefore the investments303
costs is in a nonlinear correlation with the number of products.304
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Figure 3: Comparison of the investment costs in the three system types (numerical analysis
of a case study)
Besides the investments, operation of the production systems also entails305
significant costs. These operation costs mostly depend on the volume of the306
products that are assembled in a certain period. In our methodology, the307
operation costs are composed of the followings: cost of setups, assembly op-308
erators (salaries) and latenesses. As products have different processing times,309
not the assembled volumes but rather the net, total capacity requirements310
should be analyzed when discussing the volume costs. This total capacity311
requirement is the sum of manual operation times tprocp multiplied by the vol-312
ume of products. Comparing the three system types, one can identify that313
assembling products in high volumes with dedicated resources is cheaper314
than with reconfigurable or flexible ones (Fig. 4). The reason for this is315
the higher throughput of the lines, resulting in shorter makespan than e.g.316
producing the same volumes in a reconfigurable system, besides, dedicated317
systems with automated resources require less operators than the flexible and318
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reconfigurable ones.319
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Figure 4: Comparison of the volume-dependent costs in the three system types (numerical
analysis of a case study)
As a conclusion of the cost analysis, there is no rule of thumb to assign320
a singular product to one of the three resource types, but the whole product321
portfolio needs to be analyzed to configure the assembly system, and find322
the right balance among the amount of dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable323
resources. This can be achieved by formulating the system configuration324
problem in a multi-period optimization model, allowing for the time-to-time325
reassignment of the product to different resource types. In this case, not only326
investment costs need to be considered, but there is an opportunity to sell327
the unnecessary resources, e.g. when a product is switched from a dedicated328
to a reconfigurable system, the excess system components can be sold for329
a certain price calculated according to the depreciation of the assets. The330
book value of assets can be calculated by decreasing the value of the previous331
period with the depreciation rate over the useful lifetime of the asset (the332
residual value of asset is also considered in the end of its lifecycle). Book333
value can be interpreted as a price, for which a resource can be sold at a334
certain point of time.335
3.3. Production planning in modular assembly systems336
In case of the dedicated resources, calculation of the investment costs is337
quite straightforward, as the amount of modules to be purchased is given338
for each product. In contrast, flexible and reconfigurable systems are char-339
acterized with a dynamic operation, which means that resources are shared340
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among different products, therefore, the required number of modules is not341
only product-, but also operation-dependent: the performance of modular re-342
configurable assembly systems and incurring costs are strongly influenced by343
the system configuration and also by the applied scheduling policy [35, 36].344
Besides the investments, volume-related operational costs in these dynamic345
systems is also more complex to be estimated, as they can be operated eco-346
nomically if more product types (family) are assigned.347
It is also essential that strategic decisions influence the execution of348
tactical-level production plans, thus the link between these levels is of crucial349
importance. The configuration of the assembly system with the product-350
resource assignments and available capacities constrains the decisions when351
planning the production, therefore, planning aspects need to be considered352
when configuring system. Production planning in our methodology is respon-353
sible for calculating the production lot sizes, with the objective of minimizing354
the total production costs.355
4. Problem statement356
Having the boundaries of the analyzed modular system defined, the formal357
definition of the capacity management problem is provided as it follows. The358
notations applied in the paper are summarized in Table 1.359
4.1. Objective and decisions of capacity management360
The objective of capacity management is to match the capacity of the361
modular assembly system with the continuously changing product portfolio.362
Besides, time-varying order stream also needs to be respected when deciding363
about the applied resources. These aspects lead to a complex system config-364
uration problem, namely to determine the set of different assembly resources,365
and assign the products to these resource sets (Fig. 5). In the paper, three366
different system types s ∈ S are considered: reconfigurable (s = r), flexible367
(s = f) and dedicated (s = d) systems. In the considered problem, the task368
is to minimize the total cost that incur on certain time horizon U . This cost369
is the sum of investments in different production resources Λsu, as well as the370
production rate related expenses Γs, characterizing the operation of system371
s. Besides, additional costs χ of assigning the products to a new system type,372
and depreciation of the resources Ψ are also considered.373
These costs can be minimized by taking right decisions in each time pe-374
riod u ∈ U , assigning the products to one of the three system types. These375
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Table 1: Nomenclature
Sets
J set of modules
N set of orders
P set of products
B subset of products, B ⊂ P
T set of production planning periods
U set of strategic planning periods
S set of system types
K set of product clusters
Variables
zspu assign product p to system s in period u
wspu product p is assigned to a different system s in period u
gsbu assign a subset b of products to system s in period u
nj amount of modules from type j
ht headcount of operators in period t
ypt setup for product p in period t
xit production of order i in period t (binary indicator)
Parameters
cmj purchase cost of module j
crec cost of reconfiguration
cset cost of a setup
copr average cost of an operator per period
copn operation cost of a module per time period t
cchg cost of change (assign a product to another system
cdep depreciation factor
cit cost of producing order i in period t
tsetp setup time of product p
trecp reconfiguration time of product p
tprocp the total manual cycle time of product p
tshift duration of a shift
mmax shop-floor space constraint
mspaces multiplier of module space requirement in system s
mpurchs multiplier of module purchase cost in system s
mauts multiplier of automation level in system s
di due date of order i
chi holding cost of order i per period
cli lateness cost of order i per period
qi volume of order i
pi product of order i
fpu forecast volume of product p for period u
rjp required number of module j by product p
ravailj number of modules j available in the resource pool
rjk required number of module j by cluster k
hmax max. total number of available operators
kp cluster of product p
Regression functions
λsu value of assets in system s and period u
Λsu investment costs in system s and period u
Γs volume costs of system s
χ cost of change
Ψ depreciation costs
β regression coefficients
14
actions are accompanied by system configuration decisions, adjusting the376
production capacities to the customer order stream. In each planning period377
u ∈ U , all products p ∈ P need to be assigned to one system type s ∈ S.378
Besides, the investment costs with the amount necessary modules nj from379
each type j ∈ J also need to be determined (Fig. 5). These investment380
and system configuration decisions are taken on a strategic level consider-381
ing volume forecasts fpu, and a longer horizon (typically some years long).382
Additional complexity in the problem is introduced by the fact that order383
volumes are changing over time, and forecasts are uncertain.384
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Figure 5: Illustration of the analyzed product-resource assignment and system configura-
tion problem
4.2. Constraints385
Although it would be simple to assign each product to dedicated resources386
to be able to provide the target production rate, this strategy would lead to387
high production costs due to the facts summarized in Section 3.2. When388
configuring the system, various constraints need to be considered, e.g. the389
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available shop-floor space mmax and the available human workforce hmax. Be-390
sides, different cost factors are considered: the purchase cost of the modules391
mpurchs , the cost of setups c
set and reconfigurations crec, the salaries copr of the392
operators and the operation costs copn of the machines.393
In the considered problem, modules of different system types s can have394
different level of automation mauts , affecting the total time required to as-395
semble a certain product in a selected system type. The space requirement396
mspaces , and also the purchase costm
purch
s of the modules depend on the system397
type.398
Concluding the above thoughts, the system configuration problem in this399
paper is solved by combining the advantages of the different resource types,400
and assigning the products to proper resources according to multiple criteria.401
Applying an optimization model, the cost-optimal system configuration —402
capable of providing the desired production rate— is to be obtained in each403
decision period.404
5. Hierarchical capacity management framework405
In order to solve the above stated, strategic-level system configuration406
problem, the tactical level production planning also need to be considered407
to calculate the investment and operational costs that will certainly incur408
in the future, respecting the forecast volumes. Relying on multiple decision409
criteria, diverse cost functions and complex relations among the strategic and410
tactical decisions, a multi-level, hierarchical capacity management framework411
is proposed to achieve the objectives stated in Section 4.1. The novelty of412
the framework stems from the strong link between the configuration and413
planning levels, applying regression models to approximate the investment414
and operation costs. The proposed capacity management framework consists415
of two hierarchical stages: the system configuration and production planning416
levels. These levels provide input and output for each other, ensuring a tight417
connection between the decisions, and resulting in feasible plans on both418
levels (Fig. 6).419
5.1. Feedback link between the decision levels: Function approximation420
As system configuration and available capacities represent strict con-421
straints when planning the production, strategic decisions need to consider422
tactical level aspects as well. Assigning a product to a system type implies423
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Figure 6: Capacity management framework for modular assembly systems.
that the assignment cannot be changed until the next period, therefore, deci-424
sion makers are allowed to adjust only the release of orders when planning the425
production. As the operation of reconfigurable and flexible systems shows426
dynamic characteristics, calculation of the costs is not straightforward. Con-427
sequently, the idea behind the proposed capacity management framework is428
to implement the lower, tactical level production planning models, and apply429
a function approximation feedback from the tactical to the strategic level to430
approximate the costs that are relevant on the strategic level.431
This can be achieved by solving the production planning model on several432
virtual scenarios, representing possible real situations. In case the correla-433
tion among the input variables (order stream) and the corresponding costs is434
strong enough, regression functions can be applied to predict the results of435
various scenarios without having detailed data about the order stream, typ-436
ically available only on the tactical level. Great advantage of the regression437
models is their integrability in optimization models: in case simple approxi-438
mation functions (e.g. linear models) can be defined to predict the selected439
parameters, the approximation functions can be directly applied in linear440
optimization models as objective functions or constraints.441
Analyzing the system configuration problem, forecast volumes for each442
product are known a-priori, but the necessary investment cannot be calcu-443
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lated without information about the costs that will characterize the system’s444
operation. As resource sharing in flexible and reconfigurable assembly sys-445
tems strongly influences the system’s performance and thus the operational446
costs, neglecting the capacity constraints in the production planning model447
of the virtual scenarios and introducing the capacities as decision variables448
results in optimal, integrated capacity and production planning decision. In449
this way, the required operator headcount, number of modules, setups and re-450
configurations can be calculated, and regression models can be defined upon451
them. These functions can be applied in the mathematical model of the sys-452
tem configuration as constraints: having linear approximation functions, the453
linearity of the existing optimization model can be kept. As system configu-454
ration and production planning models apply different planning horizon and455
time periods, the results of virtual scenarios are scaled to provide reliable456
input for the system configuration.457
5.2. Production planning458
5.2.1. Constraints and decisions in production planning459
Regression models are defined over the solutions of the production plan-460
ning model, therefore, this part of the capacity management framework is461
described first. As previously stated, production planning in this methodol-462
ogy is responsible for determining the production lot sizes applying a discrete463
time horizon T , with the resolution of one working shift t ∈ T . Orders i ∈ N464
are given for the planning period, and an order is characterized by its com-465
pletion due date di, inventory holding cost c
h
i , the cost of lateness c
l
i, and the466
volume of ordered products qi. As there are individual due dates for each467
order, both early delivery and lateness are penalized with a deviation cost cit468
as follows:469
cit =
{
chi (di − t) if t < di
cli(t− di) otherwise
(1)
The objective of the production planning model is to minimize the total470
costs that incur over the planning horizon, defined as the sum of deviation,471
setup, reconfiguration, operator and machine operation costs (2). Decision472
variables are the execution time (shift) of the orders (xit), specifying if order473
i is assembled in shift t or not. Calculation of the setups is possible by474
introducing the continuous indicator variable (ypt) that gives if product p is475
produced in shift t. In this model, a virtual operator pool is defined, therefore,476
the number of operators is a decision variable that is set as a real type in order477
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to boost the computation. Accordingly, the defined production planning478
model for the characterized modular assembly system is the following:479
minimize480 ∑
t∈T
htc
opr +
∑
p∈P
∑
t∈T
yptc
set +
∑
t∈T
∑
i∈N
xitcit +
∑
t∈T
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈J
copnxitrjpi (2)
subject to481 ∑
t∈T
xit = 1 ∀i ∈ N (3)
482
ht ≤
∑
j∈J
nj ∀t ∈ T (4)
483
xit ≤ ypt ∀t ∈ T, p = pi, i ∈ N (5)
484 ∑
i∈N
xitqit
proc
p m
aut
s + yptt
set
p ≤ httshift ∀t ∈ T, p = pi (6)
485
ht ∈ Z+ nj ∈ Z+ ypt ∈ Z+ xit ∈ {0, 1} (7)
The first constraint states that each order can be assigned to only one time486
period t, therefore, order splitting is not allowed (3). As modules are operated487
by a single operator, the headcount of operators in each shift is limited by488
the total number of the simultaneously applied modules (4). Constraint (5)489
defines the number of setups in each shift, while constraint (6) specifies the490
requested number of operators. In this case, both setup time as well as491
automation degree of the different systems are considered. In case of the492
reconfigurable system, this constraint is modified with the additional time of493
the reconfigurations that is yptt
rec
p ∀p ∈ P |p = pi.494
5.2.2. Planning model of virtual and real scenarios495
Further, system-specific constraints mostly specify the number of required496
modules, as resource sharing and operation mode depend on system type.497
The functionality of the production planning model is twofold: it is used to498
calculate real plans for definite order sets, besides, virtual scenarios and the499
corresponding plans are also calculated to define the regression models upon.500
These two operation modes are distinguished when specifying the following,501
system dependent constraints: while in real planning situations the number502
of available resources is given, the purpose of the regression models is to503
estimate this value. Therefore, the number of modules nj from each type504
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j ∈ J is applied as constraint in the real planning case, whereas in the505
virtual case, it is part of the objective function.506
In case of the dedicated system, the calculation of necessary modules507
is straightforward: it equals the total number of modules from each type508
required by the products that are assigned to dedicated resources (9). Dy-509
namics of the reconfigurable system is different, only the assembly processes510
constrain the necessary number of modules (8). Operation of the flexible sys-511
tem is slightly similar to the reconfigurable case, however, assembly resources512
are shared among a limited set of products (clusters) only. Equation (10a)513
specifies the number of modules for each cluster. In this model, it equals to514
the maximal number of modules for each types, considering all products in515
the cluster. This representation guarantees that all products can be assem-516
bled with the least possible modules. The number of applied modules must517
be higher than this value (10b).518
Reconfigurable:519 ∑
p∈P
rjpypt ≤ nj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (8)
Dedicated:520 ∑
p∈P
rjp = nj ∀j ∈ J (9)
Flexible:521
rjk = max
p∈P
{rjp|kp = k} ∀j ∈ J, k ∈ K (10a)
522 ∑
k∈K
∑
p∈P
rjkypt ≤ nj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (10b)
Having the values nj defined for each system type, the production planning523
models for the real and virtual scenarios can be separated. In the real plan-524
ning cases with given number of resources, constraints (8)-(10b) are applied525
together with inequality nj ≤ ravailj ∀j ∈ J , expressing that the number of526
applied modules for assembly must be less or equal to the number of available527
modules. In contrast, constraints (8)-(10b) are also applied in the virtual sce-528
narios, without limiting the number of resources (ravailj is neglected), however,529
the objective function in this case is added a new element to minimize the530
number of applied resources. The objective function (applied instead of (2))531
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of the virtual scenarios is the following:532
minimize
∑
t∈T
htc
opr +
∑
p∈P
∑
t∈T
yptc
set +
∑
t∈T
∑
i∈N
xitcit+
+
∑
t∈T
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈J
copnxitrjpi +
∑
j∈J
njc
m
j m
purch
s
(11)
The last element of the function expresses the purchase cost of the re-533
sources that need to be minimized, consequently, capacities and production534
is planned together in the virtual cases.535
5.3. Multi-period system configuration model536
5.3.1. Decision variables and constraints of the system configuration model537
Decision variables zspu specify the system, to which products are assigned538
over time. Important to identify that the length, and thus the notation of the539
time periods differ from the ones applied in the production planning model, as540
strategic decisions in the system configuration model consider longer periods541
(u ∈ U). The formulated system configuration model —solving the problem542
stated in Section 4— is the following:543
minimize544
Ψ + χ+
∑
s∈S
Γs +
∑
s∈S
∑
u∈U
Λsu (12)
subject to545 ∑
s∈S
zspu = 1 ∀p ∈ P, u ∈ U (13)
546 ∑
j∈J
∑
p∈P
∑
s∈S
zspurjpm
space
s ≤ mmax ∀u ∈ U (14)
547 ∑
s∈S
(
βops0 + β
op
s1
∑
p∈P
zspufput
proc
p
)
≤ hmax ∀u ∈ U (15)
548
wspu ≥ zspu − zsp,u−1 ∀p ∈ P (16)
549
Λdu ≥
∑
j∈J
∑
p∈P
wspunjc
m
j m
purch
d s = d, u ∈ U (17)
550
Λsu ≥ λsu − λsu−1 s ∈ {r, f}, u ∈ U (18a)
551
Λsu ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, u ∈ U (18b)
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552
χ = cchg
∑
p∈P
∑
u∈U
∑
s∈S
∑
j∈J
wspunj (19)
553
Ψ = cdep
∑
s∈S
∑
u∈U
∑
p∈P
∑
j∈J
zspurjpm
purch
s c
m
j (20)
554
gsbu ≥ zspu b ∈ B = {1 . . . pb} (21)
555
zspu ∈ {0, 1} wspu ∈ {0, 1} gsbu ∈ {0, 1} (22)
The objective function (12) is the total cost resulted by the assignment556
of the products to the different resource types. The function has four main557
elements: the cost Ψ of using resources (analogous to the depreciation of the558
resources, if linear formula is applied), the cost χ of change (when switching559
the assignment of a product from a resource type to another), the cost Λsu of560
investments and the volume costs Γs. Equation (13) states that a product can561
be assigned to only one of the three system types in a certain period u. The562
next inequalities represent the limited shop-floor space (14) and the maximal563
number of operators per period (15). In case of human operators, the required564
workforce in a certain period is approximated by a linear regression model,565
applying the total work contents of product as input variables.566
5.3.2. Elements of the objective function567
Having the operation characterized by the previous constraints, further568
parts of the model specify the elements of the objective function. Some costs569
are approximated, thus —in order to keep the linearity of the optimization570
model—, multinomial linear regression models are applied. As the volume571
costs Γs cannot be expressed explicitly, they are approximated by regres-572
sion models in a form of Γs
(
zspu, g
s
bu
)
, as detailed in (23). As introduced573
earlier, the calculation of investment costs in the dedicated system
(
Λd
)
is574
straightforward if the set of assigned products is given: the number of mod-575
ules required by each products are summed and multiplied with the purchase576
cost of the modules (17). In case of reconfigurable and flexible resources, the577
investment costs are calculated in two steps: first, the value of assets (λsu) re-578
alized at a certain period u is approximated with regression models in a form579
of λsu(z
s
pu) for resource types s ∈ {r, f} as detailed in (24). Having these val-580
ues approximated, the second step is the calculation of investments realized581
when taking a decision in the beginning of period u. As the value of shared582
resources in the flexible and reconfigurable systems are additive by nature,583
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the investment costs (Λsu) that are realized as a result of a decision taken584
in u equals to the difference in the values of assets (18a) in two consecutive585
periods
(
λsu − λsu−1
)
. The cost of change χ incurs when the assignment of a586
product is switched as a result of a strategic decision, and additional efforts587
in design and installation is required. Besides the investment costs, costs588
of change in the model prevent the time-to-time reassignments of products589
from one system type to another (19). As stated earlier, excess modules can590
be sold, however, their value is decreased by the depreciation that is calcu-591
lated according to the common linear formula. By using different resource592
types for the production over the horizon, this depreciation is minimized by593
the objective function, depends only on the assignments (zusp), and can be594
calculated by the formula (20).595
Decision variables gsbu express the option to assign selected subsets B ⊂596
P, b ∈ B of products to the same system type, in order to utilize its ad-597
vantages. This is mainly valid for reconfigurable and flexible systems, which598
are designed to produce more product types economically. In order to avoid599
nonlinear terms in the constraints (e.g. by introducing nonlinear predictors600
in the regression functions), these additional variables are introduced, and601
the subsets are selected when defining the regression models. In this way,602
complex correlations among the processes of products assigned to the same603
system can be captured, while keeping the linearity and thus simplicity of604
the optimization model.605
6. Case study: Capacity management in the automotive sector606
The proposed methodology is evaluated with the results of a real indus-607
trial case study from the automotive sector. In its assembly segment, the608
company has to manage the production of 67 main product types that are609
characterized with very diverse yearly volumes, and some uncertainty in the610
forecasts. The available human workforce as well as the shop-floor space611
is limited, thus finding an optimal capacity management policy results in612
significant benefits for the company.613
In this case, modularization is based on a set of standard assembly pro-614
cesses (e.g. manual screwing, pressing, greasing etc.), assigned to assembly615
modules. In this way, it is assumed that each product can be assembled in a616
modular assembly system with the desired quality, independently from the617
type of the resource. As the assembly processes are simple and the products618
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are small-sized, lightweight plug and produce modules can be applied in the619
assembly system.620
6.1. Approximation of the costs with regression models621
In order to analyze the costs that characterize the operation of flexi-622
ble and reconfigurable systems, the tactical production planning model was623
solved first by applying a set of virtual scenarios. These scenarios were gener-624
ated and solved in FICO Xpress R© software, applying its built-in optimization625
solver1. In each virtual scenario, the data was generated randomly by the626
following rules. The length of the planning horizon was 40 production shifts,627
the number of orders were 1–350, and the order volumes were 1–800 per or-628
der. The production planning problem (Section 5.2.1) was solved 450 times629
for each resource type s ∈ S. Then, the three resulted datasets were split630
up into training and test sets, applying random sampling and 1:2 ratio. The631
regression models were all defined over the training datasets including 150632
observations, and evaluated by the test sets consisting of 300 observations.633
In our methodology, eight regression models were defined in total: two for634
the λsu, three for the Γ
s functions and three models to determine the oper-635
ator requirements (15). In each model building, forward stepwise method636
was applied to select the predictor variables. Moreover, nonnegative linear637
regression with the Lawson-Hanson algorithm was applied in order to avoid638
unrealistic function approximation with possible negative coefficients [37].639
The main fit properties of the regression models are summarized in Table 2.640
Table 2: Fit properties of the regression models
S Notation R2 F -stat. p values
Volume d Γd 0.91 2779 ∼ 0
Investment f λfu 0.71 182 ∼ 0
Volume f Γf 0.92 1329 ∼ 0
Investment r λru 0.77 250 ∼ 0
Volume r Γr 0.94 4963 ∼ 0
Op. req. all ∼ 0.95 ∼ 0
1All the computational experiments presented in the paper were performed on a laptop
with 8GB RAM, and Intel R© Core i5 CPU of 2.6 GHz, and under Windows 8.1 64 bit
operating system.
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As for the predictor variables of the models, the total volumes (forecast)641
were applied to determine the volume costs. These models tackle the non-642
linear interaction terms among the products, applying the product subset643
variables (gsbu) as stated in section 5.3.2. In our case, nine subsets were ap-644
plied; the products of subsets are selected during the model fitting procedure:645
Γs = βvols0 +
∑
u∈U
∑
p∈P
(
βvolsp z
s
pufpu
)
+
∑
u∈U
∑
b∈B
b=p
(
βvolsb g
s
bufpu
) ∀s ∈ S
(23)
In case of the flexible and reconfigurable resources, prediction of λsu for the646
values of assets was done with the number of assigned products and the total647
capacity requirements:648
λfu = β
fix
s0 +
∑
p∈P
(
βfixs1 z
s
pu + β
fix
sp z
s
pufput
proc
p
)
s ∈ {r, f} (24)
The headcount of operators in a given period u ∈ U was approximated by649
the sum of capacity requirements in u and ∀s ∈ S as formulated in (15).650
6.2. System configuration study651
6.2.1. Introduction of the compared methods652
In industrial practice, firms usually solve the system configuration prob-653
lem (supposing that different resource types are available, see Section 4.1)654
based on individual product types, neglecting the portfolio-wide factors,655
more specifically, the underlying correlations among the assignment of prod-656
uct to different resource types. In these commonly applied product-based657
approaches, system designers combine the main advantages of different re-658
source types in a straightforward way, therefore, top-runner products with659
high yearly volumes are mostly assigned to dedicated resources that are ca-660
pable of providing the desired throughput. Flexible resources are applied to661
produce medium-runner products with similar features and volumes, mean-662
while, low-runner products with low yearly volumes and high variety are663
typically assembled in modular, reconfigurable systems. The latter products664
are mostly the prototypes, or the ones in their end-of-lifecycle or spare parts665
for aftermarket.666
As there is no available, specific optimization based methodology to solve667
the analyzed problem (Section 2.2), the proposed capacity management work-668
flow was compared to the above described, rule-based practical methodology669
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Figure 7: Representation of the CR rule on the Pareto-chart of the products’ work contents
within a comparative study. Four different methods were analyzed by solving670
the system configuration problem over multiple periods. The product-based671
solutions applied in the industrial practice was represented by rule-based ap-672
proaches that assign the products to different resource types based on the673
total work contents. In the study, two rule-based methods were compared to674
the proposed methodology. According to the first rule called CR, the product675
portfolio was split up with different ratios in three parts, based on the over-676
all work contents realized in each period. The products were then assigned677
to dedicated, flexible and reconfigurable systems, respectively. Important678
feature of this rule that splitting was done based on the cumulative work679
contents of the products, meaning that not individual percentage capacity680
requirements were considered, but the products were sorted in a descend-681
ing order according to their total capacity requirements, and the cumulative682
percentages were applied to assign them to different resource types. This683
method is depicted by an exemplar Pareto-chart of the work contents on684
Figure 7. In the second rule based method called IR, the individual percent-685
age values of the products’ work content were considered, when assigning686
them to different resource types. In this case, two threshold values were de-687
fined: the products with lower, average, and high work contents (defined by688
the threshold values) were assigned to reconfigurable, flexible and dedicated689
resources, respectively.690
The methodology proposed in the paper was also implemented in two691
different ways within the study: the first version —called LO— considered a692
fixed horizon, and determined the best system configuration strategy by look-693
ing ahead over the entire horizon. The second version implemented a rolling694
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horizon system configuration strategy by periodically (in the test case, the695
re-planning period was 2u) updating the actual configuration in the upcom-696
ing periods. The latter method —called RO— considered shorter planning697
horizon than LO, however, the strategy was updated in shorter periods than698
this horizon. As for the time horizons of the rule-based CR and IR methods,699
both were based on a rolling horizon approach similarly to the RO method.700
The difference between the planning horizons and replanning periods of the701
lookahead and rolling horizon methods are illustrated by Figure 8.702
u0 u1 u2 u3 ... ... ... ... ... U
time
RO1 RO2 RO3 RO4
LO
Figure 8: Representation of the replanning periods (arrows) and time horizons of the
rolling horizon RO, (green) and lookahead LO (blue) methods with the confidence regions
of the volume forecasts (triangles)
6.2.2. Scenarios of the study703
In the analyzed problem, |U | = 10 periods were considered, on which704
volume forecasts were available, however, uncertainty had to be considered705
as realized order volumes in period u might differ by 10% from the volumes706
predicted in u − 1 (confidence regions are represented by Figure 8). There-707
fore, weighted averages of the forecast volumes fpu were considered in the708
system configuration problem, with five periods lookahead. In each period u,709
decision variables zusp were determined based on the forecasts, and the nec-710
essary investments were calculated. Then, the production planning model711
was run to calculate the costs that will incur in period u. In this case, the712
cumulated forecast volumes were split into real customer orders, simulat-713
ing maximum 10% deviation (normal distribution) in the total volumes by714
generating individual orders i ∈ N with random generated (with a realistic,715
uniform distribution over the horizon) due dates di and order volumes qi. In716
order to avoid infeasibility of planning, an additional time period t ∈ T was717
added to the end of the horizon, with infinite length and high assignment cost718
to simulate the option of backlogging (this modification was applied when719
solving the models on virtual scenarios in section 6.1).720
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Within the study, scenarios were characterized by two main factors: the721
nature of the products’ lifecycle and the art of the product portfolio. As722
for the lifecycles, two cases were analyzed. In the first case called normal723
(NORM), products’ lifecycle were similar to the general product lifecycle724
curve with the introduction, growth, maturity and decline phases, and prod-725
ucts of the portfolio were in different stages of their lifecycle. This scenario726
is valid for the majority of the companies, however, there exist companies727
who suffer from frequent changes in the customer orders, which means that728
the volumes to be produced have no general trend. This case is represented729
by the second case of the product lifecycle called volatile (VOL), which an-730
alyzed order streams where significant volume changes might occur between731
two consecutive periods.732
The second major analyzed factor was the diversity of the product port-733
folio that can be either balanced or diverse. In case of the diverse (DIV)734
portfolio, significant differences could be among the total capacity require-735
ments of products in a given time period: there were products ordered in736
very high volumes and/or having high total processing times, and also prod-737
ucts with very low work contents and/or volumes. In case of balanced (BAL)738
portfolio, the total work contents of products were similar (the volumes of739
processing times can be diverse, but the overall capacity requirement were740
in the same order of magnitude).741
This resulted in four main scenarios (the combinations of the above fac-742
tors), that were all analyzed within the study. In each scenarios, 15 different743
test cases were generated with similar main characteristics, however, with744
different customer orders as well as changed product lifecycle characteris-745
tics. As for the experiments, in case of CR and IR methods, six-six different746
assignment policies were applied which differed in the percentage thresh-747
old values. Therefore, the total number of experiments in the study was748
15 · (1 + 1 + 6 + 6) · 4 = 840 in case of the system configuration. As |U | = 10,749
the production planning problem —to evaluate the costs in each periods—750
was solved 8400 times in total.751
6.2.3. Discussion of the results752
The main numerical results of the study are summarized in two boxplot753
charts. In both charts, the results are given in percentage values, to be com-754
parable. The percentages are calculated by considering the results obtained755
by the four different methods in a given test case, and 100% corresponds to756
the maximal value in each test case, thus in general, lower values are the757
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better. Columns of the boxplot visualize the average, maximum and mini-758
mum values, as well as the percentiles of the 15 test cases per scenarios and759
methods.760
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Figure 9: Results of the case study: average values of the resulted costs (12), changes (19)
and space requirements (14)
The first boxplot (Fig. 9) visualizes the results of average of costs, space761
requirements, and changes realized over the planning horizon with a given762
method. In contrast to the proposed solution, rule-based system configu-763
ration methods were unable to consider several constraints, therefore, the764
space limit as well as other restrictions might hurt when applying them.765
These factors are also summarized in the first comparison which depicts that766
LO and RO methods outperform the rule base approaches in most of the767
cases. While in case of diverse portfolios and normal lifecycles, IR methodol-768
ogy might perform satisfactory, the difference between the methods increases769
if hectic lifecycles or balanced portfolios are analyzed. Although lookahead770
LO method performed well in average, rolling horizon based RO had much771
stable good performance with low deviation in each cases. Summarizing772
this comparison, the performances of rule-based solutions were similar to the773
proposed approaches only in case of normal product lifecycles and diverse774
portfolios, however, they still resulted in higher costs in average, moreover,775
the deviation of the results was also rather high.776
In contrast to the previous boxplot, Fig. 10 summarizes only the overall777
costs obtained by the different system configuration methods. The most778
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Figure 10: Results of the case study: overall costs (12)
obvious difference here is the high deviation of the costs resulted by the779
LO method, which is caused by the fact that space limits and number of780
changes are neglected here, therefore the results of rule-based methods are781
comparable to the optimization based ones’. Although LO method resulted782
in high deviation in these cases, the average of the solutions were still better783
than the ones obtained by rule based solutions, while RO approach with a784
rolling horizon assignment performed best in each scenario. It resulted in785
the lowest average total configuration costs, moreover, it had the most stable786
performance with low deviation in the solutions.787
Summarizing the results of the case study, one can conclude that the per-788
formance of rule based approaches is decreasing as uncertainty is increasing789
(hectic lifecycle), or the portfolio is composed of products with similar total790
capacity requirements. In those cases, general practical approaches becomes791
unstable, as the calculated system configuration cannot cope with the un-792
certainty of the forecasts, nor with the frequent reassignment of the product793
to the different system types. Besides, it is also unclear which rule needs794
to be applied in a given case, as their performance highly depends on the795
parametrization that cannot be done in advance. In contrast, the proposed,796
optimization based solution outperforms the currently applied product-based797
assignment and system configuration methods, as it considers portfolio-wide798
correlations among the processes, and optimizes the assignment along the799
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horizon accordingly. The best results, thus the lowest overall costs can be800
obtained if the method is applied on a rolling horizon basis, revising and801
updating the applied configuration periodically.802
7. Conclusions803
The co-existence of reconfigurable, flexible and dedicated resources is a804
relevant industrial topic, however, only a few approaches are available for805
the long term and medium term capacity planning for these systems. In the806
paper, a novel capacity management methodology was proposed for modular807
assembly systems that aims at minimizing the operating and investment costs808
along the lifecycle of the products. The essential novelty of the method is re-809
alized by the fact that operation and investment costs are approximated with810
regression functions that are directly applied in the optimization model of811
the system configuration problem. Besides, system configurations are deter-812
mined based on the entire portfolio considering the correlations among the813
processes, in contrast to the previously existing, individual product based814
methods. The proposed method results in significant cost savings in the long815
run, compared to the most commonly applied rule based approaches.816
Besides the above features, the greatest benefit of the method is its prac-817
tical usage for real industrial sized problem instances, characterized with a818
large product portfolio and frequent changes in it. The results of the case819
study proved that capacity management problems, even with different re-820
source types, and several products can be solved in a reasonable time. As for821
the integration of the methodology in existing corporate decision processes,822
one can conclude that strategic level system configuration decisions are ef-823
fected independently from enterprise software tools, therefore, the method824
can be applied directly for decision support even having a loose link with825
other tools.826
As for the outlook and related future work, robust optimization refor-827
mulation of the models aimed to be implemented, to consider the possible828
uncertainty of the parameters when solving the optimization model by apply-829
ing uncertainty sets. In this way, the uncertain changes in costs (e.g. labor830
costs and/or machine purchase costs) can be represented in the constraints,831
so as to optimize the system configuration accordingly.832
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